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NOTICE 
 
This deliverable contains the outputs of the collaborative work carried out by EGERA partners under 
WP3, through the workshops held in Antwerp on M19 (July, 2015) and the further exchanges held on-
line, as part of the EGERA Community of Practices.  
 
The aim of the Communication charter, was to provide partner institutions and other research 
performing organizations and universities across the European Research Area, with sounded principles 
for non-sexist, gender sensitive communication. It encapsulates suggestions for the elimination of bias 
from all communications, thus creating a supportive and inclusive academic environment for all. These 
suggestions have been designed in a way that fits with a diversity of institutional contexts. Signatory 
organizations acknowledge the relevance of communication in a broad sense in hindering or 
advancing gender equality, and commit to a series of core actions.  
 
These principles and recommendations for action, have been developed by consensus among 
partners, and with view to produce a clear, concise document, in order to facilitate ownership by 
academic institutions outside the EGERA consortium. As such, this Charter is a one of the key 
contributions of our partnership to the broader endeavor of achieving structural changes to attain 
gender equality in research and higher education. It will be followed by significant dissemination 
efforts, within our consortium, with view to make it an effective instrument of gender mainstreaming 
among our communities, and beyond, so as to support its endorsement by the greatest possible 
number of academic institutions. 
 
The recommendations on fighting sexist violence and harassment, were meant to be developed along 
the same collaborative process. This process ended up by narrowing the scope of the recommendation 
to the sole issue of sexual harassment, as it had been pointed out in different EGERA documents, that 
this issue is drawing significant attention from partner organizations, often in the absence of valid 
data, monitoring instruments and resolution procedure. Due to the sensitive nature of the issue, to 
the diversity of legal and institutional contexts, specific attention was paid, to developing 
recommendations that fit all contexts and can serve as a basis for the further development of more 
comprehensive approaches. 
 
These two important documents constitute a milestone of the EGERA project, jointly with D.5.3 
Charter for Gender Equality in Evaluation and Governance, to be submitted originally at the same time. 
Yet, upon the approval of the European Commission, it was decided to adopt a same collaborative 
process for its drafting, building upon the outputs of the workshop planned in January, 2016. Hence, 
D.5.3 will be submitted by the end of February, 2016, thus complementing the documents held in the 
present deliverable. 
 
Finally, we would like to acknowledge the active contribution of all partners to the conception of the 
Charter and Recommendations included to this deliverable. 
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ANTWERP CHARTER
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ON GENDER-SENSITIVE COMMUNICATION 

IN AND BY ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS 

In recent years, significant progress has been made regarding gender equality and diversity within 

European academia. More universities are reflecting the composition of society. However, research 

shows that women's academic careers still remain character ised by strong vertical segregation.' 

Women hold fewer full professorships and fewer academic or organisational leadership positions than 

men." "' One important reason for this segregation is people's repeated exposure to pervasive cultural 

stereotypes that portray women as less competent for, and dedicated to, an academic and/or 

professional career ." Such unconscious gender-based assumptions may be reflected in language (oral, 

written or visual) and unintentionally cause offence, giving rise to a non-supportive environment.
 v

 As 

a consequence, it is understood that communication in and by academic institutions plays an 

important role in the persistence or annihilation of such gender-based assumptions and stereotypes, 

constituting thresholds or advancements for women in academia . -

This Char ter therefore aims to raise the awareness of, and sensitivity to, these issues by providing 

suggestions for the elimination of bias from all communication, thus creating a supportive and 

inclusive academic institutional environment for all. 

B Y S I G N I N G T H I S C H A R T E R W E , A S A C A D E M I C I N S T I T U T I O N S , 

Acknowledge that we share certain values and principles, such as equality, inclusion, respect 

for human dignity, fairness and justice for all. 

Acknowledge that academia, like all human communities, should support a diversity of talent. 

Recognise our role, amongst others, in teaching future generations and our commitment to 

being a role model. 

Recognise that language ín the broad sense of the term - communication in all its forms - can 

either hinder or advance gender equality through either reproducing or counteracting 

existing inequalities. 

Believe that the present Char ter will raise awareness of the power of language and will 

function as a tool to help our academic institutions advance gender equality. 

W E T H E R E F O R E D E C L A R E 

In our different forms of academic institutional communication 

such as, but not limited to: 

o written, oral, visual, formal and informal, hierarchical and peer-to-peer; 

Using different materials and channels of internal and external communication 

such as, but not limited tot 

o teaching, course material, video and audio aids, PowerPoints, meetings, e-mails, 

academic and student papers, e-learning platforms, smartphone apps. academic news 

and websites, brochures, press re/eases, advertising, social medio, student clubs, 

recruitment, conference and poster announcements; 

Towards different target groups 

such as, but not limited to: 

ũ professors, assistants, lecturers, speakers, workshop leaders, students, prospective 

students and alumni, communication and human resources staff, employees, affiliated 

parties and subcontractors, such as advertising and translation agencies, as well as in 

communication with the public at large. 
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T O C O M M I T T O 

Promoting communication with respect for human dignity and social responsibility, 

particularly not inciting, condoning, or disregarding any form of discrimination. 

Promoting gender-sensitive communication through eliminating gender stereotypes and 

using multidimensional representations of women and men. 

Promoting the unbiased portrayal of women and men through a balanced presence in 

communication. 

Addressing in communication, based on sex-disaggregated statistics, the problem of the 

underrepresented sex at different academic, administrative, and technical levels, and in 

certain subjects, as an equality problem that deserves an adequate solution. 

Identifying and implementing actions with respect to the procedures, tools, and practices of 

one's own institution and national legislation to guarantee gender-sensitive communication, 

by providing or striving for measures such as, but not limited to: 

o general guidelines on gender-sensitive language and visual communication; 

o specific guidelines on the communication of Job vacancies which could also (explicitly) 

encourage the underrepresented sex; 

training courses in gender-sensitive communication for key actors; 

o awareness-raising in gender-sensitive communication for members and employees of 

the academic institution; 

O screening of existing communication material to improve it according to the 

guidelines put in place; 

o a department, email address, or web service where all academic members and 

employees can ask for advice when in doubt concerning matters of communication, 

and where they can (anonymously) document incidents of gender-biased 

communication and/or make concrete proposals for improvements; 

O a balanced communication team on the central and/or faculty boards level, so as not 

to miss out on talents, stances, and viewpoints; 

O an implementation plan for the measures taken,-

O proper monitoring and evaluation of the measures taken. 

Publishing the present Charter, together with the measures taken by the undersigned 

institution, and calling upon all, including subcontractors and affiliated parties, to follow its 

commitments. 

Date and place 
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